Do}

TELEGRAMS ACTUALLY
FLASH THROUGH TUBES
UNDER THE CITY STREETS

?
Do telegrams actually flash through tubes under the city streets?

MORE THAN 500 Western Union branch offices are connected with main offices by pneumatic tubes. When you file a telegram at such an office, it is placed in a small cylinder and carried at a speed of 3,500 feet or more a minute to the room where an operator telegraphs it immediately. Western Union also uses more than 600,000 feet of pneumatic tubes inside its large city buildings.

This and other modern, high-speed equipment has one purpose—to give the public the world's best telegraph and cable service. If you think of a telegraph office as a collection of keys and sounders, we suggest that you visit our office in your city and see for yourself the technical improvements that have been made.

For fast accurate service give your telegrams to Western Union.
MONEY!

Someone is ill . . . in trouble . . . needs money at once. Quick as a flash, the mind turns to Western Union—and almost as quickly Western Union's telegraphic money order service delivers the money to the anxious one who waits.

To the one who sends the money the service is immediate . . . no waiting in line. Courteous attendants offer every possible aid even in the wording of a telegram which can be sent with the money at a slight additional cost.

There is no waiting, no red tape, for the one who receives the money. Payment to the right person is insured by simple and effective safeguards. Use this service.

For GIFTS we have a special Gift Order Service. Special blank and envelope: free telegram with each Gift Order.

WESTERN UNION Everywhere